Abstract. In this paper-work beside the review of theories of graphs , Dijkstra alegorithm for finding the shortest way , here we can present the application of Dijkstra alegorithm how to find the lowest price of the supplying for a costumer in the network distributions, presented with an example. Considering that from manufacturer to the last costumer the price variates, we ask: from whom distributions we can supply the same product and pay the lower price but the quality will be same?
Introduction

The meaning of price. Distribution and the types of distribution
The price present quantity of money which are given to pay the product. The price is an element of the marketing mix which <<produce incomes>> the other elements <<produce costs >>. Sales price could be defined based in the purchase price, (oriented in the cost). But to define the sales price must be considered many factors , and considerate these as inner factors : cost, 4P (product,the price, promotion place), demand and market , competition , mediator , the state etc. Recently 4P, now is explained like 5P, as the fifth component of the marketing mix are the people . But in this paperwork we can present the distribution way according from the lower price to the last consumer . Considering that the distribution is a element of the marketing mix and has the obligation :
-To create a contact with the consumer; -To sale the product and -To observe the product from factory to the consummator (Logistic) But the way of the distribution could be done in many ways , it means that there exist many ways of distributions. Level I KD Producer -consumer Producer -majority seller -retail seller -consumer Level I KD Producer -majority seller -commercial agent -retail seller -consumer. In the paper-work we will present examples of the level two of the distribution.
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Reasons for the application of the ways of distribution
If we analyze which are the reasons that why in practice are used the ways of the distributions they are many but we can count the most important of them: Many producer have missing of fond; The sale to the final consumer obligate the producers to mediate also for additional, the producer who can create their own distribution network, in many cases considerate that more favorable is that those money should be invested in their main activity (production) , the usage of the mediator may reduce the expenses of distribution ( price of lower supplying we will explain further in the paper-work using theory of graph -Dijkstra alegorithm ). Considering the reasons of the distribution we can define some of the important functions which are : exploring , transferring, taking a risk , promotion , contact adaptation , negotiation. But which of the following ways of the distribution will be followed, depends on many factors : -Properties of the factory, properties of the competition, properties of the product , properties of the consumer etc.. Oriented graph is odd where each side is oriented from the beginning to the end point . . Whereas in the none oriented graph the sides are two-way .
Knowledge of the graph
A. Oriented graph B. Not oriented graph
Path is defined as the chain of the sides among themselves which are connected for example.
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Let there be graph G1=(V1,E1) and G2=(V2,E2) , where
is defined as the union of the graph G1 and G2. Example 1. If for graph G1 we have V1={a,b} and E1={ab}, while for graph G2 we have V2={x,y,z} and E2={xy,yz,xz}.
Connected graph is define if there is not a possibility to explain it like a union of two graphs, otherwise is defined not connected . Graph H=(V(H),E(H)) is defined as subgraph of the graph G=(V(G),(E(G)), if
. For example the graph G1 is subgraph of graph G2.
The graph with weight
Definition . Graph with weight G W is G, the side of this are accompanied with any none negative real number, so the exist the function of weight . ) ( : 
Problem of the shortest path. Dijkstra alegorithm
Let G be the connected graph with the function weight . ) ( :
We need to find d (u,v) i.e. minimal weight under the vertex u and v to the graph G. This problem is solved by Dijkstra algorithm . With agreement we take w(uv)=
Dijkstra Algorithm
Dijkstra Algorithm is very important to find the shortest path . While using the alegorith we mark l(v) the "current " distance from u0 to v. This value is the upper bound of the distance from u0 to v which will decrease along the alegorithm .Dijkstra Algorithm is :
Step 1: For
Step 2. Calculate
Where ui+1 is vertex of i S where we find this minimum. In this way we take
Step 3: If we have i=|V|-1, then the algorithm ends and if i<|V|-1, then we take i for i+1 and we return to the second step. Example 2. Let G W be a graph. To calculate the minimal distance between vertex u0 and u5. 
And in analog way we have
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We remark that 1 ) , ( ) (
Then ,we calculate
and in same way we have
. In this way we have 
Example 3. (Application of Dijkstra alegorithm to decide the lowest price). The factory A presents in the market the product with price 50€ for units . The list of the distributors to this product is given like in the figure. Each distributor calculates additional costs for each units of the product to include its margin and this affects tp the price with p% (respectively like in the figure ) . Is needed to be found the minimal price with which the distributor will supply the I costumer , so the way which gives the lowest price.
Solution: This problem could be solved with Dijiksta algorithm. 0) Initial conditions 
